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Abstract

The mode structure of the disruption precursors in the TFTR enhanced re-
versed shear parameters has been studied by using Te uctuation pro�les and q
pro�les obtained from Electron Cyclotron Emission(ECE) and Motional Stark
E�ect(MSE) measurements. The observed pro�les of the radial displacement

associated with the MHD modes were consistent with the displacement pro-
�les expected from the ideal MHD external kink mode. The observed mode
frequencies di�er from the plasma toroidal rotation frequency measured with
CVI charge-exchange recombination light. The independence of the mode
frequency from the plasma rotation frequency supports the ideal MHD hy-

pothesis. Possible causes of the frequency di�erence are discussed.

1. Introduction

From the beginning of fusion research, ideal MHD theory has been the guid-

ing principle for achieving quiescent plasmas. The designs of many magnetic

fusion devices from mirrors to toroidal devices have been based primarily on
predictions from ideal MHD theory. In the past few decades, the tokamak

approach has made remarkable progress in improving operational techniques,
and achieving extremely collisionless plasmas with high electron and ion tem-

peratures. One signi�cant limitation in tokamak operation, however, is the
occurrence of disruptions, plasma termination events which occur on a very

rapid (Alfv�enic) time scale. A leading candidate for the cause of disruptions
is the ideal kink instability.

Qualitatively, ideal MHD theory and its predictions have been consis-

tent with many experimental observations. In particular, the upper limit
of achievable beta, derived from marginal ideal MHD stability analysis, has

shown qualitative agreement with observations in various tokamak devices
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[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. However, ideal MHD theory is not yet completely suc-

cessful. An example is the understanding of the sawtooth behavior [8, 9, 10].

The MHD activity predicted near the central core is sensitive to the q value

at the axis and the magnetic shear q0=q at the surface where q = 1 so that the

validity of ideal MHD theory near the core still requires further experimental

and theoretical investigations.

According to ideal MHD theory, the reversed shear con�guration is a

promising approach for achieving high � in tokamaks by stabilizing the most

dangerous high-n ballooning modes. Furthermore, the bootstrap current cre-

ated by the local pressure gradient near the axis can sustain self-consistently

the reverse shear con�guration, leading to a steady state tokamak regime. Sev-

eral experiments have achieved reversed shear con�gurations with improved
transport properties [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In the TFTR experiments, the
reversed shear con�guration has been explored by transiently creating a hollow
current pro�le early in the discharge with a current ramp technique [11]. The
hollow current pro�le is maintained by freezing the poloidal and toroidal ux
with NBI heating. When the inverted q-pro�le discharge evolves in time, the

minimumq value, qmin, gradually decreases toward 2. Resistive tearing modes
are excited with qedge approaching integers and a major disruption takes place,
if the programming is not carefully tailored [12].

The high � disruptions in TFTR have been studied with various con�gu-
rations [11, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In these studies, the consistency with ideal MHD

predictions has been the central issue. For the non-reversed shear con�gu-
ration, the observations of fast growth rates and broad radial widths of the
modes suggested that the onset of global external kink is a most likely can-
didate for the initiation of the disruption process [17, 18]. An absence of any
indication of island formation also supported the ideal MHD hypothesis. The

mode structures derived from Electron Cyclotron Emission(ECE) and soft x-
ray arrays were compared with theoretical predictions from ideal MHD theory.

However, in the early studies, an independent q-measurement was not avail-

able. A major result from these studies was that the coupling of the external
kink with ballooning modes just before the onset of disruption was observed

[19, 20].
The present analysis is intended to provide a quantitative study of dis-

ruption precursors in the TFTR reversed shear con�guration. Two parameter
regimes have been explored in TFTR, one with smaller rq:min, (rq:min=a =

0:4 � 0:5) with Ip = 1.6 MA and, the other with Ip = 2.2 MA and larger
rq:min, (rq:min=a = 0:6). Here, rq:min is the distance of the minimum q location

from the magnetic axis, and a is the distance from the magnetic axis to the

outboard plasma edge. In both cases, the qmin approaches 2 in the interval
before a major disruption. The main parameters for the plasma studied in

this analysis are listed in Table-I. Here �p is �-poloidal and �n = �=(aIp=Bt) is
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the Troyon-normalized �. The present discussion includes one case of steady

state MHD activity for comparison purpose.

Table -I

small small small large

rq:min rq:min rq:min rq:min

shot ]84011 ]84011 ]91243 ]93260
time 2.8 sec 3.08 sec 3.135 2.497 sec

�growth steady state ' 150�sec ' 120�sec ' 150�sec

qmin 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.2
qedge 5.2 4.8 6.2 4.4

rq:min=a 0.41 0.53 0.45 0.63
Ip 1.6 MA 1.6 MA 1.5 MA 2.17 MA

� 0.53 % 0.68 % 0.68 % 0.68 %
�p 1.3 1.56 1.15 0.92

�n 1.4 1.7 1.45 1.45

Recent advance in plasma pro�le measuring techniques, such as the Mo-
tional Stark E�ect (MSE) q-pro�le and Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE)
electron temperature uctuation diagnostics, have made it possible to study
quantitatively MHD uctuation behavior. One of interesting studies is the
comparison of the experimentally observed mode structure with theoretical

predictions. The mode structure is available as a radial displacement compo-

nent, �r:exp(r), derived from the ECE radial Te(r) pro�le. Here, the spatial
resolution of the uctuation pro�le has been improved by combining pro�le
data available from two ECE systems. The time evolution of q(r,t)-pro�le can

be determined with the combination of MSE measurement and TRANSP [?]

code.

In several aspects, the observed mode structure in ERS high � disrup-
tions is consistent with ideal MHD predictions. The detailed observations are

summarized as follows:
� A global mode starts to grow as qmin approaches 2. The amplitude of

the radial displacement pro�le, �r:exp(r), has a maximum value, �max
r:exp, near

r ' rq:min.
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� The amplitude of the radial displacement at the edge, �edger:exp, estimated

from Mirnov signal, is typically 1=7 � 1=4 times �max
r:exp which is expected from

the ideal external kinks with wall boundary of b/a = 1.3 - 1.5, where b is the

wall minor radius.

� During the precursor period, both �max
r:exp and �edger:exp increase in time with

approximately the same growth rate until the thermal collapse takes place.

This indicates that the mode structure, �r:exp(r), grows uniformly as a global

mode.

� The observed mode frequency, !obs=2�, seems not to propagate with the

plasma rotation referred from the Doppler shift of impurity CVI charge re-
combination light. This relationship is di�erent from the one expected for the
resistive tearing mode, which propagates with the plasma rotation due to the
tight coupling of the magnetic islands with the bulk plasma rotation. This
mode slippage relative to the bulk plasma rotation is consistent with the ideal
MHD hypothesis. The observed frequency can be explained by including ki-

netic e�ects, although the mode frequency is not far from the bulk plasma
rotation frequency estimated with a neoclassical transport hypothesis.

In section 2, the scheme for the determination of �r:exp will be discussed.
The observed mode structures are presented in section 3, and the comparison

of the observed �r:exp with the theoretical prediction �r:the is given in the section
4. In section 5, the experimental results are summarized and comments are
made on the ideal MHD theory based on the comparison of experiment and
theory.

2. Radial Displacement �r:exp(r) Determination of Dis-

ruption Precursors with Two ECE systems

The observed ECE radiation frequency and its intensity are directly related
to the plasma major radial location and the local electron temperature when

the plasma density is high enough to satisfy the black body radiation criterion

[22]. The ECE system is an excellent diagnostic for obtaining the local Te(r)
pro�le and local uctuations with a high time resolution (' 2 �sec). In TFTR,
two grating polychromator systems for ECE referred as GPC1, GPC2 are op-
erational with a toroidal separation of 126o. Both of them have 20 channels

covering 100 - 120 cm in the major radial direction with channel separation

' 5 cm compared to the 80 - 90 cm minor radius [22]. One issue for the quan-

titative study is the spatial resolution of uctuation pro�les. The resolution
of ' 5 cm by an ECE system is often too coarse for the ERS plasmas where
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the temperature gradient length is '10 - 30 cm. Furthermore, for the purely

growing ! ' 0 mode, monotonic evolution of a signal in time is hard to be

recognized as an identi�able mode.

Here, it is shown that it is possible to improve the spatial resolution by

combining the two pro�les obtained from GPC1 and GPC2. The radial lo-

cation of GPC1 and GPC2 can be independently moved so that the number

of observation points can be increased. The di�culty of relating two ECE

pro�les together is due to the uncertainties of the relative radial location and

the relative gain. Both of the systems are also vulnerable to calibration errors

related to electronic circuitry drift.

The technique used here is a common mesh approach to minimize these

uncertainties related to calibration factors. All channels of GPC1 signal are
simultaneously analyzed with Michelson interferometer to determine indepen-
dently the temperature pro�le [22]. Thus, the temperature pro�le of GPC1
serves as the base pro�le for this analysis. The other unit, GPC2, does not
have the capability for independent calibration. In this process, the locations
and the gain factors of GPC2 pro�le, YGPC2, were re-normalized to minimize

root-mean-square deviation compared with the GPC1 pro�le, YGPC1, during
the MHD quiescent period by varying the relative gain of the channel, �Gj

and the radius correction, �rj for all GPC2 channels (j = 1 - 20) namely,

�Wj =
R
[YGPC1(rj:GPC1; t)� (1 + �Gj)YGPC2(rj:GPC2 + �rj; t)]

2 dt (1)

@�Wj=@�Gj = 0 (2)

@�Wj=@�rj = 0 (3)

where the time interval used is normally 1.5 - 2.5 sec of MHD quiescent period.
Typical values for these correction factors are �r0js � 1 � 2 cm, and �G0

js �
2 � 5%. The common mesh radius, rc;j, is determined as the results of this

minimization process. Although these values are relatively small, correction

factors of 1 - 2 cm and 5% are important for the uctuation levels which are
� 2� 5% of the average pro�les. With this process, the spatial resolution can

be increased by a factor up to 1.2 - 2 depending upon the initial alignment of
two systems. This also reduces systematic errors such as due to the hysteresis

of the mechanical displacement of the grating plates when the plates are shifted
to accommodate the various toroidal �elds.

With this common mesh, not only oscillatory modes, but also even the

purely growing ! ' 0 mode can be analyzed with better accuracy. Assum-
ing that the magnetic surface is a closed surface without a magnetic island

(or outside the island if it does exist), the mode radial displacement pro�le

�r:exp(r; t), is calculated from
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�r:exp(r; t) � �Te=(@Te=@r) (4)

The �Te is de�ned;

(1) for oscillatory modes

�Te = (Te:GPC1(rc:j; !) + Te:GPC2(rc:j; !))=2: (5)

where Te:GPC1(rc:j; !) and Te:GPC2(rc:j; !) are the coe�cients of the dominant

mode frequency determined by Fourier decomposition and

(2) for the amplitude of the quasi-stationary purely growing ! ' 0 modes

�Te = Te(rc:j; t)� Te(rc:j; tref) (6)

where the time evolution of the average pro�le is compared with the pro�le at
a reference time, tref, immediately before the MHD mode onset on the common

mesh radius, rc.
The average of the pro�les from GPC1 and GPC2 is useful for evaluating

@Te=@r and consequently minimizing uncertainty of the �r:exp(r) pro�le.
The Mirnov signals, measured at ' 30 toroidal and poloidal locations, were

used to estimate the edge displacement value, �edger:exp, by extrapolating from

the Mirnov coil location to the plasma surface with the dependence factor
(bMirnov=a)

m, where bMirnov is the minor radial location of Mirnov coils and a
is the plasma minor radius. Since the TFTR plasma is a circular con�guration
and the Mirnov coils are located close to the plasma surface, this approxima-
tion should be adequate. Typical values used are bMirnov=a = 1:2� 1:3, m = 5
- 6, whenever the determination of n, m values is possible. The uncertainty in

the determination of m value is a dominant factor in the uncertainties shown
in the following �gures.

The mode frequency is a useful parameter to characterize the cause of
the observed mode. If the mode is related to the resistive tearing mode, it

is expected to propagate with the bulk plasma rotation frequency since the

magnetic islands is tightly coupled to the bulk plasma. For ideal modes, there
have been several discussions of the ideal MHD mode frequency relative to the

plasma rotation [23, 24]. The rotation frequency of bulk ions was estimated
with neoclassical theory using TRANSP [21]. The direction of mode rotation

is cited relative to the plasma current direction and the polarity is assigned in

the right-handed cylindrical coordinate (r,�,z).

3. Observation of Mode Structure

Here, we present typical examples of the mode structure for major disruption
precursors determined with the process discussed above. The summary of the

observations is listed in Table-II.
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The q-pro�les used in the present analysis were deduced by using MSE q-

pro�les available before the disruption events and by extrapolating close to the

event time period with the TRANSP code. For example, in the ]84011 analysis,
the MSE data was available up to 2.46 sec and for the shot ]93260 MSE data

was up to 2.0 sec. For the shot ]91254 without MSE measurement, the q-pro�le

was prepared by TRANSP assuming the transport properties are similar to

the plasma conditions which were documented by MSE measurement.

Table II

small small small large

rq:min rq:min rq:min rq:min

shot ]84011 ]84011 ]91254 ]93260
time 2.8 sec 3.08 sec 3.134 sec 2.497 sec

�growth steady state ' 150 �sec ' 120 �sec ' 150 �sec

rq:min=a 0.41 0.53 0.45 0.63

�max
r:exp 7 mm 30 mm 35 mm 20 mm

�edger:exp 1 mm 7 mm 9 mm 9 mm

�B 0.5 gauss 3 gauss 2 gauss 5 gauss
m=n 5=2 2=(�1) 2=(�1) 2=1
!obs=2� 11 kHz 7 kHz 7 kHz ' 0

3.1. Plasma with Small rq:min

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of a reversed shear discharge that disrupted

at �n =1.7, � = 0.68 %, �p = 1:56, with Ip = 1.6 MA at t = 3.08 sec (]84011).
Prior to the major disruption precursor, the location of qmin was at rq:min=a =
0:41 around 2:8 sec. An MHD mode with a frequency around 11 kHz started

to grow during the NBI prelude heating period with � = 0:53%, �n = 1:4,
and �p = 1:3. The mode has m/n = odd/2 (counter-direction) near q = 5/2,

(indicating m/n = 5/2), based on the GPC1 and GPC2 observation. The
mode persisted in a quasi-saturated manner until the �nal thermal collapse at

t = 3:084 sec, as seen in Fig.1(c).

As qmin approached 2 with rq:min=a = 0:53 at t = 3.08 sec (a few msec
before the thermal collapse), an additional n = -1 (co-direction) mode with

slightly lower frequency started to grow, coexisting with the m/n = 5/2 tearing
mode(Fig.1(d)). The growth rate is 100 - 120 �sec with m/n = even/-1 near

the q = 2 surface, indicating large 2/1 component. It is to be noted that the
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propagation direction is opposite to the m/n=5/2 tearing mode, indicating a

possibility that the mode could be detached from the plasma rotation.

Let us discuss the mode structure of the steady state MHD activity at t

= 2.8 sec with m/n = 5/2 for the comparison with the disruption precursors.

Figure 2 shows the q-pro�le and the radial mode displacement, �r:exp(r), vs.
major radius for the 5/2 mode at t = 2.8 sec. The sensitivity to the Te gradient

is shown in Fig.2. The maximum deviation shown in Fig.2 is calculated using

either GPC1 or GPC2 pro�le for Te(r; t) gradient and the solid line is calcu-

lated with the averaged Te(r; t) pro�le. This demonstrates the improvement

of averaging two pro�les to reduce the Te(r; t) pro�le uncertainty. The radial
displacement pro�le, �r:exp(r), has a broad maximum, �max

r:exp ' 7 mm, near the

outer q = 5/2 location (R ' 315 cm) and decreases rapidly both toward out-
board and inboard sides. The integrated Mirnov uctuation level was �B ' 0:5
Gauss, indicating a surface displacement value �edger:exp ' 0:7 � 1 mm. The com-
parison of phase di�erence between the GPC1 and GPC2 signals indicates that
the 5=2 mode has a magnetic island structure. The �max

r:exp is located only near
the outboard q = 5=2 region, not near the inboard q = 5/2 region, suggest-

ing that this 5/2 tearing mode does not seem to be the resistive-g mode [12].
The relation to the plasma rotation frequency measured by the CVI emission
is shown in Fig.2(c), suggesting that the mode propagates with the plasma
rotation (the counter-direction) consistent with being a tearing mode. Details
of the mode rotation will be discussed in section 4.

At t = 3:08 sec, with rq:min=a = 0:53, just before the thermal collapse,
another slowly rotating mode, !obs=2� ' 7 kHz, was excited in addition to
the already existing !obs=2� ' 10 kHz, as shown in Fig.3. The displacement
pro�le, �r:exp(r), has a maximum slightly inside rq:min (and also near the q = 2
surface) and decreases gradually toward the edge. �max

r:exp is ' 3 cm and the edge

displacement component, �edger:exp ' 7 mm, estimated from the integrated Mirnov
signal of �B = 3 Gauss. The ratio of �max

r:ex to the �edger:exp is higher compared with

the value from the resistive tearing m/n = 5/2 mode at t = 2.8 sec, and the

spatial decay length of �r:exp(r) toward r � rq:min is more gradual than the
one with the tearing m/n = 5/2 mode. The mode seems to propagate in the

co-direction(n = -1), opposite to the observed rotation frequency !0. That
means the n = -1 mode rotation seems to be free from the plasma rotation.

This is in contrast to the behavior of the resistive tearing mode as shown with
5/2 modes.

In Fig.4, we present the observations on another discharge (] 91254) which
also has a small rq:min (rq:min=a = 0:45). In this discharge, the plasma pa-

rameters at the thermal collapse are � = 0:68 %, �n = 1:45, �p = 1:15, and
qedge = 6:2 with Ip = 1.50 MA. As shown in Fig.4 (a), the numerically inte-
grated Mirnov signal and �max

r:exp show a similar growth rate with a time constant

of ' 120 �sec, until the thermal collapse. The value of �max
r:exp reached 2� 3 cm
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before the thermal collapse, and �B reached up to 2 Gauss. The value of qmin

reached 2 within the accuracy of the MSE-q measurement (Fig.4(b)). The

mode has two dominant frequencies, !obs=2�, one at ' 7 kHz and the other

' 21 kHz, as seen on the trace of the displacement maximum �max
r:exp in Fig.4(c).

Based on the phase between the GPC1 and GPC2 signals, the mode compo-

nent is m/n = even/-1 near the rq:min area. On the plasma surface, the mode

is m/n = 6/-1 for 7 kHz. For the higher frequency 21 kHz activity, the mode

is likely to be n = -3, although the mode identi�cation was impossible due

to higher m/n values. At the radial location of �max
r:exp, the observed frequency,

!obs=2�, is � +7 kHz and is in the opposite direction to the observed rotation

frequency, !0 ' �(1 � 2) kHz in the co-direction near r = rq:min indicating

that the mode slips with respect to the plasma rotation. This relationship of
the mode propagation direction relative to the plasma rotation frequency is
similar to the case of ]84011. The mode structures for 7 kHz and 21 kHz are
shown in Fig.4(d). The Fourier decomposed amplitude for 21 kHz is 1=4 of
the 7 kHz mode amplitude. Although the amplitudes di�er from each other,
the �max

r:exp location and the mode radial spreading are similar at both frequen-

cies, indicating that the higher frequency component may be coupled to the
lower frequency structure rather than an independent n = -3 ideal kink mode.
The �r:exp(r) pro�le with rq:min=a = 0:45 is narrower than the rq:min=a = 0:53
(]84011), indicating that the spreading of �r:exp(r) depends on the location of
rq:min.

3.2. Plasmas with Large rq:min

Figure 5 shows a case of larger rq:min=a = 0:63 with � = 0:68 %, �n = 1:45, �p =
0:92, qedge = 4:4 and Ip = 2.17 MA(]93260). The mode is nearly toroidally

stationary and purely growing, with the real frequency !obs=2� ' 0. The mode

structure was calculated with Eq.6 for ! ' 0 mode. As shown in Fig.5(a,b),
the �max

r:exp and �B increased monotonically in time with approximately the same
time constant of 120 - 150 �sec until the thermal collapse was initiated. Figures

5(c,d) show that in the large rq:min=a ' 0.63, the displacement pro�le, �r:exp(r),
is much broader and the edge displacement, �edger:exp, is larger compared with the
one associated with rq:min/a = 0.45 (]91254) and = 0.53 (]84011). Both of the
observed plasma rotation frequency and the observed rotation frequency are

nearly zero within experimental errors so that it is hard to relate the mode

rotation to the plasma rotation frequency.
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4. Comparison of Radial Displacement, �r:exp(r), with

ideal MHD theory

Theoretical stability analysis is based on a reconstruction of the equilibrium

using the plasma pressure- and q-pro�les from the TRANSP code. The PEST

[25] code is then used to determine the stability properties. These plasmas are

found to be unstable to an n = 1 free boundary external kink mode. In this

context, we address the role of the vacuum vessel and hardware in the external

kink mode.

4.1. Predictions by Ideal MHD Theory

Figure 6(a) shows the PEST code prediction for the poloidally decomposed

component �the:m(r) of an unstable mode with b/a = 1.5 (]93260). The m = 2
component, �r:the:m=2(r), is internally driven and reaches a maximum near r/a
= 0.4, close to the location of zero magnetic shear. The additional contribution
to the instability, externally driven, is due to the current gradient near the
surface, producing a large �r:the:m=5(r) component. Other m-components, m

= 3,4, provide the means for poloidal coupling. The expected displacement,
�r:the(r), was calculated by summing the strength of

P
m �r:the:m(r) over all m-

components on the z = 0 mid-plane. This value should be equivalent to the
experimental value, �r:exp(r).

An important feature of the mode structure is the ratio of the mode am-
plitude at the edge and at the maximum, �max

r:the=�
edge
r:the. This ratio and the

normalized growth rate, (�A)
2, are shown with varying b/a in Fig.6(b) for

the shot (] 93260), where �A is the poloidal alfven transit time. As b/a = 1.3
is approached, the growth rate, (�A)

2, is reduced, indicating that the mode
has a �nite edge driven component. The marginal wall location, bTFTR=a, for
this con�guration seems to be ' 1:3. On the other hand, the increase of the

ratio of �max
r:the to the �

edge
r:the with lower b/a suggests that the mode is also driven

by the internal region presumably in the q0
' 0 domain. For b/a ' 2, the

internally driven and externally driven components are comparable. These
results as shown in Fig.6(a,b) indicate that the dominant contribution of the

instability with b/a = 1.3-1.5 is the internally driven m = 2 component and

the high-m coupling broadens the mode structure toward the plasma edge.
In another words, the source of edge driven kink plays a lesser role in the

experimental condition.
The geometry of the TFTR vacuum vessel is complex with various anges

and carbon tiles. With additional consideration of the radius irregularity due

to ange locations, it is reasonable to assume that the e�ective wall location
is bTFTR=a = 1:3 for the theoretical analysis. In the following, the value of

b/a=1.5, slightly higher than bTFTR=a = 1:3, is used in the calculation in order
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to avoid the complexity of the actual detailed hardware arrangement.

Another important aspect of the results is that the theoretical normalized

� limit for larger rq:min is much smaller than for smaller rq:min case. For the

small rq:min case, (rq:min /a = 0.53 (]84011)), the calculated marginal onset of

normalized beta was found to be �n:the = 1:7. For the large rq:min, ((rq:min=a =
0:63 case (]93260)), the marginal condition was �n:the = 1:3. These values

are in good agreement with the experimentally achieved value of �n:exp = 1:7
for rq:min = 0:53 and �n:exp = 1:45 for rq:min = 0:65 respectively. According

to the current pro�le analysis, lower � prediction seems to be related to the

larger edge current gradient for larger rq:min con�guration. The experimental

di�culty of producing the larger rq:min con�guration with larger plasma current

may be related to lower �n limit.

4.2. Comparison of �r

Figure 7(a) shows the comparison of the experimental radial displacement
pro�le, �r:exp(r) with the theoretical prediction, �r:the(r) for smaller rq:min=a =

0.53 (]84011). The maximum �r:the(r) was normalized to the observed �max
r:exp.

The observed �r:exp(r) pro�le, including the edge value of �
edge
r:exp estimated from

the Mirnov signal, is in good agreement with �r:the(r). Figure 8(a) shows the
comparison of the mode structure for the larger rq:min=a = 0:63 with higher
plasma current Ip = 2.2 MA (]93260). The overall behavior of the observed

amplitude, �r:exp(r), also agrees with �r:the(r).
It is interesting to note that when the rq:min=a was shifted outward to 0:45

(]91254) 0:53 (]84011) and 0:63 (]93260), the structure became wider, as seen
in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. This is also consistent with the predictions of ideal MHD
theory. So far, the predicted and observed mode structures have been com-

pared at a given time. A question arises as to whether the mode pattern is
sustained while the mode grows. Figure 9 shows the relation between �edger:exp(t)

and �max
r:exp(t) during the precursor time until the thermal collapse. The modes

shown here are purely growing ! ' 0 modes. The mode became detectable at

the 1 mm level of �max
r:exp(r) and ' 0:5 mm level of the �edger:exp(t) with a 0:2 Gauss

magnetic perturbation on the Mirnov coils. The precursors maintained ap-
proximately the same ratio of �max

r:exp(t) to �edger:exp(t) as they grew, indicating that

these modes may have sustained its global structure intact and other modes
may not have been excited until the collapse occurs, once the internal ampli-

tude reaches �nite � 1 cm.

4.3. Mode Frequency

As shown in Fig.1, two modes coexisted simultaneously. The mode bound to
the plasma rotation is likely to be a resistive tearing mode. The direction of
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the other mode seems free from the plasma rotation (at least from the impurity

ions). Here let us discuss possible causes of the apparent frequency di�erence;

one is the kinetic e�ect and the other is the bulk plasma rotation frequency

which may di�er from the CVI impurity rotation frequency.

In the following we include the kinetic e�ect on the ideal kink mode. With

the framework of Ref. [23], the ideal MHD mode slips from the bulk plasma ro-

tation frequency with the e�ect of ion diamagnetic frequency, !�

i . At the max-

imum expected growth rate, the mode frequency may shift by �! ' 1=4 � 1=2
times !�

i . The estimate was calculated with the pro�le parameters obtained

through TRANSP analysis. Figure 7(b) shows the possible range of the fre-

quency estimated for the case of small rq:min=a = 0:53. The observed frequency
is in agreement with the frequency slipping by 1/2 times !�

i from the observed
plasma rotation frequency. The possible !�

i e�ect for the large rq:min=a = 0:63
case is shown in Fig.8(b). This data is also consistent with the frequency dif-
ference by �1/4 times !�

i . The best match for the frequency observed !obs is
near ' 
0 + !�

i =4, as expected by the theory [23].
However, in the above discussion, the observed plasma rotation frequency

is for the CVI impurity. Thus, the rotation for the bulk plasma ions may be
di�erent. The possible bulk rotation pro�les for deuterium are calculated in a
steady state equilibrium, assuming that the transport process is fully described
by the neoclassical coe�cients [27] and the measured CVI velocity. Since the
transport properties in the ERS regime have the ion transport coe�cient not

far from neoclassical in the regime, r ' rq:min, the estimate with neoclassical
transport is expected to be a reasonable choice for ions. Not only the toroidal
rotation provides the drift frequency, but also the poloidal rotation could also
modify the observed frequency by Bt=Bp times the poloidal rotation frequency.
The magnitude of this component was calculated to be comparable to the

toroidal rotation. Recently, the measurement of the poloidal rotation velocity
has been made and it has been reported that the poloidal rotation can be

larger than the neoclassical values [28]. However, the present discussion is

constructed using only the toroidal rotation to obtain qualitative behavior
with neoclassical correction. As shown in Fig.7(c), the observed frequency

(!obs=2� ' 7 kHz) is not far from the bulk deuterium rotation velocity for the
smaller rq:min=a = 0:53. For the larger rq:min=a = 0:63 case shown in Fig.8(c),

the observed frequency (!obs ' 0) is again consistent with the calculated bulk
rotation frequency.

The experimental observation indicates that the global n = -1 mode slips
from the plasma rotation. However, from these analyses, it is di�cult to con-

clude de�nitely whether the magnitude of the slippage is consistent with the

ideal MHD theory with kinetic e�ect, since the bulk plasma rotation is not
clearly determined. For further clari�cation for kinetic e�ects, the understand-

ing of the neoclassical process is the most important issue.
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5. Discussion

In summary, not only do the onset conditions of major disruption precursors,

such as the � and �n, agree with the predictions from ideal MHD theory, but

the observed pro�les of the mode structure are also consistent with theoretical

predictions in the following aspects.

(1) The relationship between the m = 2 component at the inner plasma and

the m ' 5 - 6 at the edge agree with predictions shown in Fig.6.

(2) The broader amplitude with larger rq:min is consistent with ideal MHD

theory.

(3) The pro�le of �r:exp(r) is in agreement with the ideal MHD predictions as

shown in Fig.7 and 8.

(4) The ratio of displacement at the center and at the edge is also consistent

with the ideal MHD predictions (Fig.7 and 8).

(5) The amplitude strength both near the magnetic axis and the plasma edge
increased monotonically in time, indicating that the mode can still be

reasonably described by linear ideal MHD analysis.

(6) The mode rotation frequency is not locked to the plasma rotation fre-

quency.

Thus, ideal MHD theory may serve as a guide to MHD activity analysis
in the Enhanced Reversed Shear con�guration. It should be noted, however,
that the �r:the(r) was normalized to the �max

r:exp. Thus, the signi�cance of the
agreement of the displacement pro�le �r(r) should be interpreted as consis-

tency of �r(r) for r � rq:min between the ideal MHD theory prediction and

the observed �r behavior. Once �r(r) at r � rq:min is properly described by
ideal MHD theory, ideal MHD theory should provide a guide to improving the

domain r � rq:min. For example, stronger mode coupling at r � rq:min should
improve the achievable beta limit by making the wall stabilization more e�ec-

tive. Stronger mode coupling at r � rq:min can be obtained by increasing the

toroidicity by lowering the aspect ratio or by increasing the poloidal coupling
with the stronger plasma shaping. The next crucial issue for veri�cation of
ideal MHD is whether the theory can suggest new stabilizing schemes.

Another issue is the relationship of the mode frequency to the plasma ro-

tation frequency. The mode rotation seems to slip from the plasma rotation,

although the experimentally available information is not su�cient to evaluate
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the bulk rotation frequency with neoclassical hypothesis. The further experi-

mental veri�cation of frequency di�erence between the mode and the plasma

rotation is very important. These studies will provide an opportunity to clarify

the role of the kinetic e�ects on the other ideal modes like 1/1 internal modes.

The experimental results analyzed here are only for the precursor process.

The �nal thermal crash process which triggers the disruption remains unan-

swered. While the localized measurements by ECE and MSE diagnostics have

opened a new era in the analysis of the internal MHD structure as reported,

better understanding of this �nal triggering process still requires further devel-

opment of diagnostics such as 3-dimensional MHD diagnostics to understand

the sudden ergodic thermal collapse.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1

Time behavior of plasma parameters and signals of MHD activity in an

ERS discharges in TFTR

(a) The plasma current vs. time.

(b) The 4 - 5 MW of NBI was applied to maintain the hollow pro�le from t

= 0.7 sec. The main heating was started from 2.4 sec.

(c) The Mirnov oscillation, the m/n = 5/2 mode started to build up after the

main heating power was on at 2.6 sec and continued up to the thermal
collapse.

(d) The frequency spectrum of the Mirnov signal immediately before the ther-
mal collapse. Near the major disruption, the n = -1 mode (presumably
m/n = 2/-1 mode) rapidly grows in addition to the saturated m/n =
5/2 tearing mode.

Figure 2
The displacement pro�le �r:exp(r) of the precursor and the rotation velocity

of the shot []84011] at t = 2.8 sec

(a) MSE q-pro�le

(b) �r:exp(r)

(c) rotation pro�le

Figure 3
The mode structure with n = -1 mode before the disruption at t = 3.08 sec

[]84011]

(a) MSE q-pro�le

(b) uctuation mode structure �r:exp(r) and the edge displacement �edger:exp esti-

mated from the Mirnov signal

(c) rotation frequency pro�le

Figure 4

The small rq:min=a oscillatory case []91254]. The amplitudes are shown for

two frequency components appeared in the signals.
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(a) The Mirnov amplitude and displacement �r:exp vs. time

(b) MSE q pro�le

(c) radial displacement �r:exp(r)

(d) plasma rotation pro�le

Figure 5

The case for large rq:min=a with the shot []93260]

(a) Mirnov signal and displacement �max
r:exp

(b) MSE q-pro�le

(c) uctuation mode structure and the displacement calculated from the
Mirnov signal

(d) plasma rotation pro�le

Figure 6

The mode structure calculated with ideal MHD theory. The calculation
was done with PEST using the plasma pro�les given by TRANSP analysis

(a) displacement amplitude �r:exp(r)

(b) e�ect of the wall location on the the ratio of �max
r:the=�

edge
r:the

Figure 7
The comparison of the observed �r:exp(r) with �r:the(r) by PEST for the shot

[]84011] at t = 3.08 sec.

(a) mode amplitude

(b) the estimated !�

i e�ect on the ideal kink mode

(c) the estimated bulk plasma rotation frequency with neoclassical theory

Figure 8

The comparison of the observed �r:exp(r) with �r:the(r) predicted by PEST

for the shot []93270]

(a) mode amplitude
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(b) estimated !�

i e�ect on the ideal kink mode

(c) estimated bulk plasma rotation frequency with neoclassical theory

Figure 9

�edger:exp(t) vs. �
max
r:exp(t) for four shots approaching disruptions in ERS phase.
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